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The giver book cover ideas

People can tell the book's cover is good from bad—although they may not take the time to choose it mentally. If the tone is turned off, the imejan is cheese or typography is just the usual boring, the reader will simply move on to a novel that looks more like the hour they're going to spend reading it. On the contrary, sometimes the cover is
so perfect that you can almost think it is the only cover that the book can have–covering the form plan is easy and easy. But consider the number of plates the designer needs to keep spinning at once. The cover needs to be precise, evocative, attention grabbing and true to the book genre. Designers need to properly represent the plot,
character, tone and style of the book, while still leaving enough to the imagination of readers who have the potential for them to want to buy a book. It needs to be stylish, modern and marketable, while not looking too much like other covers already on sale. There's all that? Otherwise, the cover outlined below will give you some solid
guidelines that ensure your book's cover is the best. 1. Focus on one object — Instead of the Box cover. Through MeellaGrieving lost the cover of Love. Through MeellaThe easy image of discarded flowers says a lot in this cover. Through the cover musemariahThis gives a spooky bio-technological vibe with only one small object on the
cover. Through Cakamura DSGN Good Protection Studio should not be claustrophobic. Think about what is important in your book and alienate the image that formulates the book. By leaving plenty of space over the cover and giving only a small angle to the bouquet of flowers, The Unworthy Bachelorette is a great example of how
designers breathe new breath into genres like self-help. Make sure you choose an object that doesn't send the wrong message to your audience—knives, for example, won't look ferocious, no matter how important it is to your romantic novel! 2. Harnessing the power of handwriting — Meella's cheeky handwriting. The handwritten font here
captures the individualism and spirit of the memoir. Through trippy trippy hand mail nevergohungryThis tells readers they are on a wild journey. Through Meella. Each story is unique, just like our handwriting. This type of handwriting has been riding a wave of popularity for the past few years. Originally used in novels, handwriting has
appeared in more genres of books, most recently in nonfiction and memoir. The handwriting used in Leaving Thomas and Tom, Dick, and Happily Ever After, deftly conveys that the real human story is held deep. 3. Kolaj creates the complex story involved – Beautiful romantic endings through Meella designers create the world of the
future through customized kolaj. Through the cover of MeellaThe Vanguard via l1graphics. Sometimes one image is insufficient: for books with complex, complex themes and fixeds, power image collage. This is especially true for the fictional genre of romance and science. The collagen landscape in Vanguard creates a desolate,
dystopian world, with a single protagonist caught up in the fight for survival. For a tragic 18th-century romance novel full of drama and passion, the cover to Get Caught combines the image of a beautiful young woman and a fleet of ships sailing towards a distant sunset to set mood and clues on the story line. Colaged images allow readers
to absorb multi-book themes in one quick look. 4. Good design need not be clean - How to Navigate the cover of Darkness. Through MeellaA the cover of forward thoughts for The New Alcatraz: Dark Times. Through the bizarre hortasarThe death of Fiona Griffiths. Through the exciting new llywellyn Trends in protective design allow the
cover to mess or not get sorted—in an artistic way, of course. This popular execution partially obscures the title or author's name with graphic elements. How to Navigate Darkness is a successful and eye-appealing cover for this reason. A little cloud of titles doesn't repel or rebuff the reader's eyes—instead, it makes you want to focus on it
and give it a second look. The style works well for psychological thrillers and books with dangerous-filled storylines. 5. The cover of sci-fi and horror that is outside this world - the delightful protection for Saturn's Ring has a definite throwback vibe. Through the exciting and untitled semnitz sci-fi cover for the Last Days of the Earth. Through
Kid MindfreakA interrupts a great cover by llywellyn for an excessive horror novel. Unique covering for Bearing Light. Through the cover of CirceCorp Proxima Dying. Through the cover of B&amp;d; JThe for Space Lift works well in print and for the web. Through Martis Lupus The creepy horror cover for Something There. Through
CirceCorp Gone is a cheese and blood-dripping spacecraft: the cover of the genre has quite a long time. If you write science fiction, fantasy or horror, you need a cover that will sell itself—especially when viewed in small sizes on Amazon, because eBook controls larger market share for the genre. Big fonts, bold and dark imagery and
draw all the anger as the cover of the genre serves to compete with their literary competitors and attract the largest possible audience. Jaw dropping the visuals of the Last Days of the Earth or Space Lift can make even the most hesitant readers want to give science fiction a try, while the cover for Something Down There tells you there's a
good story inside—although you might have to leave your night after 6. Face power - eBook cover for Alone. Through artrocityA's attractive face makes a face design that demands attention. Through the cover of Meella Scifi's book to Love Him. Through the book Andre BatFantasy includes illustrations. Through RVST® trope of ordinary
book design involves the image of a person On a cover meant to entice women and men, children and adults, in every conceitable fictional genre, if someone is pictured on the cover, it's often from behind. There are a few simple reasons for this: it's often hard to find an image of someone who looks exactly the way the author has drawn
character through words. And sometimes the authors want readers to build visuals in their own heads. However, recently, more and more faces are making their way to the cover. You want your cover to demand attention from ten feet away. If your book has a strong lead character, don't be afraid to let them cope with their audience: a pair
of eyes on the cover can be caught outright. 7. Books for young readers who don't pander - a playful macabre cover for The Dead Orphans. Through CloogieDesign Modern Protection for Moldara Secrets. Through Alfie™ Depth That Arises. Through CloogieDesignA beautifully painted the cover no child (or parent) can resist. Through the
books Martis Lupus Kids has always had to walk an interesting and attractive line to their intended audience, while also grabbing the attention of parents, who after all, have a wallet. More and more books for younger readers embrace trends popular with adult books—things like bold typography, pretty hands drawn, illustrated covers, and
expensive finishes, such as inflammatory elements on the cover of Rising Depth. Young readers look for the depth of the same feelings and excitement from their books as their adult counterparts. Most importantly, young readers love drama. Keep the images and text on your cover promising them a world away from their reality, filled with
danger, admiration and excitement. 8. Texture from real life makes an interesting cover - This cover for TresPassers looks like it's coming straight from your mailbox. Through Martis LupusA 3D protection inspired to Lay The Foundation of Your Small Business. Through a clever B&amp;A cover inspired by meat packaging. Through the
cover design of the book NevergohungryThe. Through subsucystudios Another inspirational trend that appears everywhere: textures and details from real life. Folded brown paper on the cover of TresPassers or the incredible meat packaging of Evil Hidden covers draws an eye with the use of their unexpectedly known objects. Readers'
familiarity with visuals will pique their interests and make them more likely to take the book. This covers moving us out of nature abstract and into unexpected pleasure every day. Good book covers design things - Readers will your cover for an average of two seconds—is less if they scroll online. Think about what you want them to take
away from that view, what you want them to know about you and your book. Your coverage will be the thing that your book is rated more than anything else. Put some time and think into the design—no matter what The style or genre of your book falls into, there is a great cover for it to just wait to be discovered. SaveSave #1So a lot of
covers for this one, y'all. The 11 that I chose weren't half of the cover available, so don't feel bad if you're not here. Okay, kicking with the one from *my* childhood, we have a Gandalf cover, significantly for great beard action and dramatic acts of torn yard down the center. Complaint: Do they have to make older men floating with fierce
anxiety on the *sunset*? It's a nice sunset! Sure it looks like fire trees with oppressed anger and a few hundred years of feeling a human combination but it's pretty!#2One a more contemporary offering, I actually like this one. It gives visual credit to a place of color that is so popular in other covers, and I also like that it is shaped like an
eye. and that they are sitting on a mirror. Reflection! Symbolism! Giant blue eyes, with people for pupils! Available? Pupils! Like Jonas is a Whistleblower... nevermind. Complaints: Aside from looking like Giver has his hands in the bent of Jonas, nothing.#3Another strong competitor, this simple design has a few things going for him: I love
lacy trees that also evoke snow, the placement of color strikes into the middle, and I'm a sucker for a drawf title font (a lot for blr's chagrin.) Complaint: Swath color looks like a carrot. So much so that I can't think of this as anything other than a cover that looks like a GMO carrot that's #4I looks like a color pallet on this one. It gives a sense
of moonlight discovery, with an indication of magic. Complaint: Okay, so that's where we started getting into confession that this book is basically a discovery of teenage boys angst. As evidenced by all the bustle in this cover: light! Whispy winds in the tree!! branches of fallen trees! Abstract paint swipe at the bottom! That's ponderous
gaze! (Not seriously, this cover should be called Gazing Back At The Male Gaze or something because I'm pretty sure that a child star is based squarely in my chest.) #5Arguably game is supposed to beat the Spanish entry above, only for artists. It is made of paper cuts, with a variety of textures and colors. I love the background,
especially - the trees are menacing. Complaints: But it's really creepy (and this is a widespread set of covers covering the whole) Spanish entry. Ack. The eyes are completely unresolved. Pinstripes on his jacket looks like a prison uniform, if each prison is also set in a British-based school. And the face collage only. shiver-
inducing.#6Aside of being a bit boring, I love this one. Watercolor quality provides ending softness; The rest of the kids look like chess pieces. I like that apple has a bite out of it, really driving home knowledge metaphor (oh, you think it's a coincidence that the first lightning of Jonas Color came from an apple? sorry.) Complaint: Children
look like chess pieces, or salt and pepper shakes. Or like they are on the Western Wall in Jerusalem.#7Well, it is the only cover that is not an apple or person. It got full marks because I could shout IT WAS HIS SLEDDDD at the top of my lungs when I saw it (see Citizen Kane if you don't know where to come from.) Ah, another rich
meaning sled. Complaints: Not only does this protection have no sense of plot, it barely gives a sense of mood or tone for books. It's like something you'd expect from the cover of Laura Ingalls Wilder.  Or the novel version of Citizen Kane. Will that give too much though? #8Okay, first of all: I actually really like the concept of this cover.
Won't lie. The whole is not blind Jonas, the idea that the words on paper have something to do with his resurrection (all I can make is a leider that means song) - it's a cool concept. Complaint: BUT IT IS IMPLEMENTED FOR MAXIMAL HORROR. Augh. It's scary. And the stars are still really empty, like even though there are pretty blue
babies down there, they still don't see much. Also, ten years myself looked at this and figured out how much it would hurt to peel my own face. Bad cover. No, close. Back in your box, cover.#9Wheee, it's a magical apple cover! Gotta give this one eye to whimsy -Complaints: - and not much else. It's lazy, it looks like maybe a copy of the
advance, or like a 4th grade book report, because 4th graders know how to Photoshop now. Negative points for rainbow letters, but may be half a point to find such an apple in a mid-flight.#10Speaking mid-flight. I like that this has a sense of motion, in a world that is otherwise built around stagnation. Complaint: RUN FOREST, RUN.
APPLES AND TREES AND SLEDS AND ELEPHANTS AND PLANES WILL TAKE YOU IF YOU DON'T MAKE IT TO A GREAT VALLEY. (ground before time, anyone?) anyone?)
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